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Abstract—Synchronized spread spectrum code division multiple access (SS-CDMA) is very effective for increasing the capacity and reducing the interference with a rapid spread of Internet of things (IoT) devices. Since the synchronized SS-CDMA requires to receive timing synchronization, it is essential to realize transmission timing control of each node using space-time synchronization. In this paper, we investigate precise time synchronization between nodes using Wireless Two-Way Interferometry (Wi-Wi). The measurement results show that the precision of initial timing synchronization of the Wi-Wi module is nearly equal to 400 ns. Furthermore, we implement transmission timing control function on Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP) synchronized by reference signals of Wi-Wi module. As a result of the measurement evaluation of the implemented system, it is realized that the transmission timing is controlled at the accuracy of the sampling rate of USRP.

Index Terms—synchronized SS-CDMA, transmission timing control, time synchronization, software defined radio

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the Internet of things (IoT) devices have been spreading rapidly, and further growth is expected in the future. In particular, industrial applications are expected to grow remarkably due to the expansion of smart factories and smart cities. As a result, the increase of autonomous transmissions by nodes and the increase of radio interference due to the expansion of frequency sharing will become a serious problem, especially in the uplink where information is sent from each node to the network.

Synchronized spread spectrum code division multiple access (synchronized SS-CDMA) [1]–[3] is a highly efficient communication method to solve these problems. Fig. 1 shows a conceptual diagram of synchronized SS-CDMA using space-time synchronization. We consider that multiple nodes transmit signals to an access point (AP) at the same time using the same frequency. In the synchronized SS-CDMA, the local clock of each node is synchronized with those of AP by using reference signals. Each node calculates the precise distance between the AP and its own location, and estimates the propagation delay using the distance. All nodes transmit their modulated signals at a suitable time so that all signals arrive at the AP at the same time.

Fig. 2 shows the spectrum of received uplink signals before and after despreading. AP and its own location, and estimates the propagation delay using the distance. All nodes transmit their modulated signals at a suitable time so that all signals arrive at the AP at the same time.

Fig. 2 shows the spectrum of received uplink signals before and after despreading. Fig. 2(a) shows the spectrum of a typical uplink asynchronous CDMA. The horizontal axis shows the frequency. The vertical axis shows the power. The figures
left- and right-hand sides of the black arrow indicate the spectrums before and after despreading, respectively. Before despreading, the desired node signal and interfering node signals are spread over a wide band. After despreading, although the desired node signal is despread to the original signal, the desired node signal cannot be demodulated. The desired node signal is buried in the interfering node signals since there is no orthogonality between the asynchronous uplink signals. Fig. 2(b) shows the spectrum of uplink synchronized SS-CDMA. In the synchronized SS-CDMA with synchronization of reception timing between the uplink signals, orthogonal codes such as orthogonal M-sequence is used as spreading codes. The orthogonal code here refers to the code whose cross-correlation value is zero at zero phase shift. The interfering node signals can be suppressed after the despreading because of orthogonality realized by using orthogonal code with timing synchronization. Therefore, synchronization of receiving timing is essential for realizing the synchronized SS-CDMA.

In order to achieve reception timing synchronization in the uplink, it is necessary to control the transmission timing of signals sent from each node. For controlling the timing of transmission, it is necessary to achieve space-time synchronization, i.e., a state in which multiple distant nodes are synchronized by sharing a single clock and each node knows the other’s location. By grasping each other’s location, each node can control the transmission timing according to the distance to the AP. This enables synchronization of the reception timing between uplink signals. In our previous work [1]–[3], we have proposed to use Quasi-Zenith Satellite System (QZSS) and Global Positioning System (GPS) positioning signals for space-time synchronization. However, the application of satellite positioning systems is difficult when considering indoor applications such as smart factories.

Wireless Two-Way Interferometry (Wi-Wi) has been proposed as a technique to achieve local space-time synchronization even indoors [4], [5]. It achieves highly accurate space-time synchronization using only wireless two-way communication between distant nodes, and is applicable to indoor environments. Hereinafter, the terminal implementing this technology is called Wi-Wi module.

In this paper, we implement and evaluate the transmission timing control function of synchronized SS-CDMA using Wi-Wi module and Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP). Note that in this paper for a feasibility investigation, only the time synchronization function is implemented and evaluated. In Sect. II, the Wi-Wi technology is described simply. In Sect. III, we will evaluate the initial time synchronization accuracy of the Wi-Wi module, called timing offset in this paper, by measuring and comparing the 1-pps signals output by the two time-synchronized Wi-Wi modules. In Sect. IV, we will implement and evaluate the method of synchronizing to the external reference signal of USRP and the transmission timing control method. Finally, in Sect. V, we will conclude this paper.

II. OVERVIEW OF WI-WI

In this section, we briefly explain Wi-Wi, a wireless two-way time comparison technology [4], [5]. The Wi-Wi module used in this implementation is shown in Fig. 3. The left one is the leader module and the right one is the follower module. They communicate with each other using the antenna on the top of the module in the 925-MHz band. Eight time slots are prepared in advance, and up to seven follower modules can communicate with one leader module in a time-shared manner. The two ports on the right side output 10-MHz and 1-pps signals, respectively.

It has already been demonstrated that Wi-Wi can be used to measure clock variations with high accuracy of ps order [4]. This was made possible by applying carrier-phase two-way satellite frequency transfer (TWCP) [6], which uses carrier phase for time and frequency comparison between two nodes. Therefore, by using the 10-MHz signal output by the synchronized Wi-Wi module as the clock reference signal, the clock between the two USRP terminals can be synchronized with high accuracy of ps order. In the same way, it has already been demonstrated that mm-order accuracy distance variation measurement is possible by using Wi-Wi [5].

III. EVALUATION OF TIMING OFFSET OF 1-PPS OUTPUT FROM WI-WI MODULE

In Sect. II, it was described that the 10-MHz signal output by the Wi-Wi module can be used to synchronize the clock with high accuracy of ps order. It can be realized to keep the time synchronization of the 1-pps signal output by the Wi-Wi module with high accuracy. However, the accuracy of the timing offset of the 1-pps signal has not been evaluated yet. In particular, in a real environment, the timing offset of the 1-pps signal may be degraded due to degradation factors such as multipath. Therefore, in this section, we measure the timing offset of the 1-pps signal output from the Wi-Wi module, which is synchronized between two modules, in several different environments.

Fig. 4 shows the photograph of measurement system in the anechoic chamber. Fig. 4(a) shows the measurement system in the case of a wired connection between the leader and follower of the Wi-Wi modules. The leader and follower of the Wi-Wi...
module were made to communicate with each other, and the output 1-pps signals were input to channels 1 and 2 of an oscilloscope, Keysight DSO-X 3034A, respectively. The 1-pps signal output port and the oscilloscope were connected with an equal length cable of 1.5 m. Fig. 4(b) shows an example of the oscilloscope screen. The yellow waveform at the top is the output signal of the leader. The green waveform at the bottom is the output signal of the follower. The values surrounded by the orange dashed frame are the measured values of the timing offset. In this measurement, we recorded the measured values displayed on the screen of the oscilloscope.

The Wi-Wi module starts communication for synchronization with pressing the “Lock” button in Fig. 3 and locks the 1-pps signal in a time-synchronized state by comparing each other’s time for a few seconds. After that, the time synchronization is maintained until the “Reset” button is pressed. In this evaluation, we repeatedly reset and lock the Wi-Wi module, and record the timing offset immediately after locking to create a histogram. The histograms are then compared under different conditions, such as different signal environments and different distances between modules.

A. Measurement under varying radio-wave environments

We conducted measurements in the following three different environments. Case #1 is a wired connection with a coaxial cable of 1 m. Case #2 is a wireless connection in an anechoic chamber with a distance of 1 m between the leader and follower. Case #3 is a wireless connection at a distance of 1 m in a corridor with line-of-sight (LOS) condition. Fig. 5(a) shows the photograph of the panoramic view of the corridor. There are metal boards on a wall of the corridor. The measurements were performed at the location shown in the frame area of yellow broken line. Fig. 5(b) shows the measurement system in the case #3. This is the same as Fig. 4(a) except that the leader and follower of Wi-Wi modules are connected to each other wirelessly. In both cases, the modules were not moved during the measurements and there was no change in the surrounding radio environment.

Figs. 6(a), 6(b), and 6(c) show the measurement result of cases #1, #2, and #3, respectively. The number of trials in cases #1, #2, and #3 was set to 150, 100, and 200, respectively, as the number of times that the histogram takes the shape of a roughly normal distribution. When the initial synchronization time of the follower lags behind the initial synchronization time of the leader by $\alpha$ ns, the measured value of timing offset is recorded as $+\alpha$ ns. The class width is 50 ns.

There was no significant difference in the trend of the distribution depending on the radio environment. This is probably because there is no change in the radio environment within the measurement time in any of the environments, including case #3 where multipath exists. In all environments, the $3\sigma$ was around 400 ns. In both environments, the center of the distribution is negative. This may be due to the implementation problem of the initial time synchronization function of the Wi-Wi module.

B. Measurement with varying distance

Next, we measured by changing the distance between the leader and follower of the Wi-Wi module. As in case #3, the measurement was performed in the corridor shown in Fig. 5,
and the distance between the modules was set to 2 m (case #4).

Fig. 6(d) shows the measurement result of the case #4. The number of trials was set to 100. Compared to case #3 in Fig. 6(c), there was no significant difference in the trend of the distribution. These results show that there is no significant change in the synchronization performance up to a communication distance of 2 m.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION OF TRANSMISSION TIMING CONTROL FUNCTION FOR SYNCHRONIZED SS-CDMA USING USRP

In this section, we implement and evaluate a function to control the transmission timing by synchronizing with an external reference signal in USRP. We use the output signal of the Wi-Wi module evaluated in Sect. III as the external reference signal for USRP.

A. Implementation of transmission timing control function

The block diagram of implemented system of transmission timing control function is shown in Fig. 7(a). Two USRP N210s with both transmission and reception functions were used. Transmission signals $c_1(t)$ and $c_2(t)$, which were created in MATLAB, were transmitted from the transmission part of USRP (1) and (2), respectively. The transmission signals were received by the reception part of USRP (1) after being combined by the combiner. The received signals were processed offline using MATLAB. The despreading process was performed using matched filter (MF) for $c_1(t)$ and $c_2(t)$ respectively.

We will explain in detail the real-time system (online part, left side of the red dashed line) in Fig. 7(a). USRP is controlled by GNU Radio on a personal computer (PC) connected via an Ethernet cable. Fig. 7(b) is the flow graph which is created...
The transmitted signals $c_1(t)$ and $c_2(t)$ were different 13th-order M-sequences repeated for 12 periods. The generator polynomials of $c_1(t)$ and $c_2(t)$ were $(1, 3, 4, 13)$ and $(4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 13)$, respectively. The carrier frequency and chip rate of the transmitted signals were set to 925 MHz and 12.5 Mchips/s, respectively. Each matched filter corresponded to a respective M-sequence used for the transmission signal. When the received signal was despread on the two matched filters, output signals $r_1(t)$ and $r_2(t)$ shown in Fig. 7(a) showed correlation peaks every 8,192 chip, which was the period of the 13th-order M-sequence. We evaluated the synchronization performance by comparing the time of the first of these correlation peaks. If the clock times of USRPs (1) and (2) are exactly the same and the transmit timing control function is working ideally, there will be no difference in the times of correlation peak of despread signals $r_1(t)$ and $r_2(t)$. If there is timing offset in the 1-pps signal output from the Wi-Wi module, there should be a time difference of correlation peak between $r_1(t)$ and $r_2(t)$. Therefore, as in Sect. III, we measured and evaluated the timing offset of the 1-pps signal outputs from the Wi-Wi modules and the time difference of the two correlation peaks that were despread by each matched filter.

Table I shows the measurement results of the implemented transmission timing control function. In this evaluation, 15 trials were conducted. The first column shows the trial number.

Listing 1

```python
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.set_time_next_pps(uhd.time_spec())
self.uhd_usrp_source_1.set_time_next_pps(uhd.time_spec())
self.uhd_usrp_sink_0.set_time_next_pps(uhd.time_spec())
time.sleep(1)
time_now = self.uhd_usrp_source_0.get_time_now() + uhd.time_spec(0.01)
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.set_command_time(time_now)
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.set_center_freq(925e6)
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.clear_command_time()
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.set_time_next_pps(uhd.time_spec())
while self.uhd_usrp_source_0.get_sensor("loLocked").to_bool() != True:
    pass
while self.uhd_usrp_source_1.get_sensor("loLocked").to_bool() != True:
    pass
while self.uhd_usrp_sink_0.get_sensor("loLocked").to_bool() != True:
    pass
time_now = self.uhd_usrp_source_0.get_time_now() + uhd.time_spec(0.1)
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.set_start_time(time_now)
self.uhd_usrp_source_1.set_start_time(time_now)
self.uhd_usrp_source_1.set_center_freq(925e6)
self.uhd_usrp_source_1.clear_command_time()
self.uhd_usrp_source_1.set_time_next_pps(uhd.time_spec())
self.uhd_usrp_source_0.set_time_next_pps(uhd.time_spec())
```
The second column ($W$) shows the measurement system.

Table I shows the precision of initial time synchronization of the Wi-Wi module. The measurement results show that the precision of initial timing synchronization of the Wi-Wi module ($3\sigma$) was nearly equal to 400 ns in the case of wireless connection with distance of 2 m. Next, we implemented transmission timing control function on USRP synchronized by reference signals of Wi-Wi module. As a result of the measurement evaluation of the implemented system, it was realized that the transmission timing was controlled at the accuracy of the sampling rate of USRP.

**V. CONCLUSIONS**

In this paper, we implemented and evaluated the transmission timing control function of synchronized spread spectrum code division multiple access (SS-CDMA) using Wireless Two-Way Interferometry (Wi-Wi) module and Universal Software Radio Peripheral (USRP). At first, we investigated the precision of initial time synchronization of the Wi-Wi module. The measurement results show that the precision of initial timing synchronization of the Wi-Wi module ($3\sigma$) was nearly equal to 400 ns in the case of wireless connection with distance of 2 m. Next, we implemented transmission timing control function on USRP synchronized by reference signals of Wi-Wi module. As a result of the measurement evaluation of the implemented system, it was realized that the transmission timing was controlled at the accuracy of the sampling rate of USRP.
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